VirusGuard™ Barriers

Our new VirusGuard™ - Mobile Barrier and Fixed Barrier systems are specifically designed in response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. They are non-ballistic solutions that offer an additional layer of sanitary and threat protection for public facing workers in Essential Service Organizations.

1. SAFETY + AESTHETICS
   VirusGuard products are intentionally designed for safety and to complement the aesthetics of your facility. If your brand image is important, VirusGuard barriers will add rather than subtract from your hard-earned aesthetics.

2. QUALITY & DURABILITY
   Unlike some competing products, VirusGuard barriers are built from high-grade acrylic and are engineered for years of dependable, good-looking service.

3. SANITARY & THREAT PROTECTION
   Much like sneeze-guards in a restaurant, VirusGuard products block the spray of bodily fluids from human sneezes and coughs. Additionally, they provide a layer of protection from irate customers contemplating a physical assault.

4. CUSTOMIZABLE & UPGRADEABLE
   VirusGuard - Fixed Barrier Systems are customized to fit your existing counter-tops and teller lines. While not ballistic, the glazing can easily be upgraded in the future to bulletproof glass if desired.

5. EXPEDITED DELIVERY
   During this coronavirus pandemic, we are expediting the manufacture and delivery of all VirusGuard products for Essential Businesses.

VirusGuard™ Fixed Barrier System
Made of ½” acrylic, this is the solution for teller lines and other locations warranting a permanent installation with an upgrade path to full ballistic protection in the future.

VirusGuard™ Mobile Barrier
Made of ½” acrylic, this is the solution for situations requiring the flexibility of a portable barrier. Weighing just 25 lbs., it’s easy to move as needs change.

Visit the Architect Resources page on our website to learn more about our VirusGuard™ products.